Abstract-Automated scene analysis has been a topic of great interest in computer vision and cognitive science. Recently, with the growth of crowd phenomena in the real world, crowded scene analysis has attracted much attention. However, the visual occlusions and ambiguities in crowded scenes, as well as the complex behaviors and scene semantics, make the analysis a challenging task. In the past few years, an increasing number of works on crowded scene analysis have been reported, covering different aspects including crowd motion pattern learning, crowd behavior and activity analysis, and anomaly detection in crowds. This paper surveys the state-of-the-art techniques on this topic. We first provide the background knowledge and the available features related to crowded scenes. Then, existing models, popular algorithms, evaluation protocols, as well as system performance are provided corresponding to different aspects of crowded scene analysis. We also outline the available datasets for performance evaluation. Finally, some research problems and promising future directions are presented with discussions.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the increase of population and diversity of human activities, crowded scenes have been more frequent in the real world than ever. It brings enormous challenges to public management, security or safety. Some examples of crowded scenes are shown in Figure 1 . Humans have the ability to extract useful information of behavior patterns in the surveillance area, monitor the scene for abnormal situations in real time, and provide the potential for immediate response [1] . However, psychophysical research indicates that there are severe limitations in their ability to monitor simultaneous signals [2] . Extremely crowded scenes require monitoring an excessive number of individuals and their activities, which is a significant challenge even for a human observer.
In the past decade, automated scene understanding or analysis has already attracted much research attention in the computer vision community [3] - [8] . One important application is intelligent surveillance in replace of the traditional passive Copyright (c) 2014 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to use this material for any other purposes must be obtained from the IEEE by sending a request to pubs-permissions@ieee.org. video surveillance. Although many algorithms have been developed to track, recognize and understand the behaviors of various objects in video [9] , they were mainly designed for common scenes with a low density of population [5] , [6] , [10] . When it comes to crowded scenes, the problems can not be handled well, since the large number of individuals involved not only cause the detection and tracking fail, but also greatly increase computational complexity. Under such circumstance, crowded scene analysis as a unique topic, is specifically addressed. Driven by the practical demand, it is becoming an important research direction and has already attracted lots of efforts [9] , [11] - [16] . The opportunity for such study has never been better. As noted in [3] , [4] , scene understanding may refer to scene layout (locating roads, buildings, sidewalks) [17] , motion patterns (vehicles turning, pedestrian crossing) [3] , [4] , [18] , [19] and scene status (crowd congestion, split, merge, etc.) [14] , [20] . In this paper, combined with previous studies, we will elaborate the key aspects of crowded scene analysis in automated video surveillance.
A. Real-World Applications
Research of crowded scene analysis could lead to a lot of critical applications.
1) Visual Surveillance: Many places of security interests such as railway station and shopping mall are very crowded. Conventional surveillance system may fail for high density of objects, regarding both accuracy and computation. We can leverage the results of crowd behavior analysis to crowd flux statistics and congestion analysis [20] , [21] , anomaly detection and alarming [11] - [13] , [22] , etc.
2) Crowd Management: In mass gatherings such as music festivals and sports events, crowded scene analysis can be used to develop crowd management strategies and assist the movement of the crowd or individuals, to avoid the crowd disasters and ensure the public safety [23] , [24] .
3) Public Space Design: The analysis of crowd dynamics and its relevant findings [25] , [26] can provide some guidelines for public space design, and therefore increase the efficiency arXiv:1502.01812v1 [cs.CV] 6 Feb 2015 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON XXX, VOL. X, NO. XX, MONTH YEAR 2 and safety of train stations, airport terminals, theaters, public buildings, and mass events in the future.
4) Entertainment:
With the in-depth understanding of crowd phenomena, the establishment of mathematical models can provide more accurate simulation, which can be used in computer games, film and television industries [27] . Some recent works have been proposed to synthesize crowd videos with realistic microscale behavior [28] .
B. Problems and Motivations
Video analysis and scene understanding usually involve object detection, tracking and behavior recognition [5] , [6] . For crowded scenes, due to extreme clutters, severe occlusions and ambiguities, the conventional methods without special considerations are not appropriate. As Ali pointed out [29] , the mechanics of human crowds are complex as a crowd exhibits both dynamics and psychological characteristics, which are often goal directed. This makes it very challenging to figure out an appropriate level of granularity to model the dynamics of a crowd. Another challenge in crowded scene analysis is that the specific crowd behaviors needed to be detected and classified may be both rare and subtle [30] , and in most surveillance scenarios, these behaviors have few examples to learn.
These challenges have partially drawn attention at some recent conferences, and several relevant scientific papers have also been published in academic journals. In this paper, we try to explore those problems with a comprehensive review and general discussions. The state-of-the-art technical advances in crowded scene analysis will be covered. Feature extraction, segmentation and model learning are considered as core problems addressed in visual behavior analysis [31] . We will discuss the methods in crowded scene analysis regarding these basic issues.
It is noted that survey papers [9] , [15] , [32] , [33] relevant to the topic of crowd analysis have been written in the past few years. Zhan et al. [15] presented a survey in 2008 on crowd analysis methods in computer vision. They covered the techniques of crowd density estimation, pedestrian/crowd recognition and crowd tracking. They paid much attention on the perspectives from other research disciplines, such as sociology, psychology and computer graphics, to the computer vision approach. The paper [9] by Junior et al. in 2010 also presented a survey on a wide range of computer vision techniques for crowd analysis, covering people tracking, crowd density estimation, event detection, validation and simulation. They devoted large sections to reporting how related the areas of computer vision and computer graphics should be to deal with challenges in crowd analysis. Later in 2011, Sjarif et al. [32] wrote a survey with more emphasis on abnormal behaviors detection in crowded scenes. Recently, Thida et al. [33] gave a general review on crowd video analysis, providing some valuable summarizations. But still many recent important works have been missed, and the descriptions of methods were rather brief.
In this study, we seek to create a more focused review of recent publications on high-level crowded scene understanding, related to motion and behavior analysis in crowd videos. Several important recent works from 2010 to now will be covered and compared, which have not yet been surveyed previously. In order to better elaborate this topic, we divide it into three subtopics according to the purposes of task: motion pattern segmentation, crowd behavior recognition and anomaly detection. It is indicated that these three aspects are closely related to each other in crowded scene analysis [34] . Differently from previous survey such as [15] , crowd counting or density estimation, a closely related topic [35] - [37] , is not covered in this survey. We intend to cover the area related to the analysis of behaviors and activities in crowd videos, which is broad enough. The reviewed methods are all about the behaviors or activities, and are usually based on the motion features, while in crowd counting, static visual features can be important.
As an indispensable basis for each crowded scene analysis method, feature representation is discussed and summarized separately before elaboration of the three subtopics. Feature representation can be shared by different methods. To clearly and properly situate the problem at hand for the readers, we still follow the task-orientated way to categorize the methods into three subtopics. Besides, some background knowledge and available physical crowd models are provided beforehand. They could be utilized in the analysis methods. Figure 2 illustrates the diagram of crowded scene analysis. It also reveals what this paper is going to elaborate and explain.
C. Organization of The Paper
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes some background knowledge and physical models that could be utilized in crowded scene analysis. In Section III, we introduce the features commonly used in the literature. In Section IV, the concept of motion pattern segmentation and the relevant approaches are detailed. Section V provides a detailed review on the topic of crowd behavior recognition, and the approaches for anomaly detection are elaborated in Section VI. Section VII provides the detailed information of frequently used datasets for crowded scene analysis. We conclude the paper in Section VIII and end this review by providing some promising future directions.
II. KNOWLEDGE OF THE CROWD
Crowded scenes can be divided into two categories according to the motion of the crowd [38] : structured and unstructured. In the structured crowded scenes, the crowd moves coherently in a common direction, the motion direction does not vary frequently, and each spatial location of the scene contains only one main crowd behavior over the time. The unstructured crowded scenes represent the scenes with chaotic or random crowd motion, where participants move in different directions at different times, and each spatial location contains multiple crowd behaviors [16] . Figure 1(a) is structured crowded scenes, while Figure 1(b) is unstructured scenes. Obviously, they have different dynamic and visual characteristics.
The crowd has been defined as "a large group of individuals in the same physical environment, sharing a common goal" [39] . It can be viewed hierarchically: individuals are collected into groups, and the resulting groups are collected into a crowd, with a set of motivations and basic rules [40] . This representation permits a flexible analysis of a large spectrum of crowd densities and complicated behaviors.
The analysis of crowd can be conducted at macroscopic or microscopic levels. At the macroscopic level, we are interested in the global motions of a mass of people, without concerning the movements of any individual; at the microscopic level, we concern the movements of each individual pedestrian and do analyze based on the collective information of them.
The analysis of crowded scenes could involve the knowledge from both vision area and crowd dynamics. Except for the vision algorithms usually adopted in conventional scene analysis, the physical models from crowd dynamics could also be utilized. In the below we will introduce some available knowledge such as the models from crowd dynamics, as well as their application in crowded scene analysis.
A. Models in Crowd Dynamics
Crowd dynamics have been studied intensively for more than 40 years. It can be considered as the study of how and where crowds form and move above the critical density level [41] , and how individuals in the crowd interact with each other to influence the crowd status. In the past, studies were mainly conducted in order to support planning of urban infrastructure, e.g., building entrances and corridors [42] .
There are two major approaches for computational modeling of crowd behavior: continuum-based approach and agentbased approach. In crowd simulation, both of them have been frequently used in to reproduce crowd phenomena. Continuum-based approach works better at the macroscopic level for medium and high density crowds, while the agentbased approach is more suitable for low density crowds at the microscopic level, where the movement of each individual pedestrian is concerned.
For the continuum-based approach, the crowd is treated as a physical fluid with particles, thus a lot of analytical methods from statistical mechanics and thermodynamics are introduced [43] , [44] . Hughes et al. [43] have developed a model representing pedestrians as a continuous density field, and have presented a pair of elegant partial differential equations describing the crowd dynamics. Moreover, a realtime crowd model based on continuum dynamics has been presented in [44] . It could yield a set of dynamic potentials and velocity fields to guide the individuals' motions. For the agent-based approach, individuals in the crowd are considered as autonomous agents which actively sense the environment and make decisions according to some predefined rules [41] , [45] . Following this style, the social force model (SFM), first proposed by Helbing et al. [45] , has been proven to be capable of reproducing specific crowd phenomena. The assumption is that the interaction force between pedestrians is a significant feature for analyzing crowd behaviors. The SFM can be formulated as:
where m i denotes the mass of the individual, v i indicates its actual velocity which varies given the presence of obstacles in the scene, τ i is a relaxing parameter, F int indicates the interaction force encountered by the individual defined as the sum of attraction and repulsive forces, and v p i is the desired velocity of the individual. Fig. 3 visualizes of the forces and velocities in SFM.
Generalized SFM has been adopted as the basic model in many studies of crowd behavior analysis [22] , [46] , [47] . Furthermore, the calibrated agent-based framework proposed in [41] could also accurately model a number of observed crowd phenomena.
B. Crowd Model in Video Analysis
There has been a series of attempts to incorporate the research findings of crowd simulation to automatic crowded scenes analysis [40] . Several physics-inspired crowd models have been utilized for the purposes of recognition and classification [11] , [13] , [22] , [29] , [48] .
To analyze at the macroscopic level, usually holistic properties of the scene are modeled. Assuming that high density crowd behaves like a complex dynamic system, many dynamical crowd evolution models have been proposed [11] - [13] , [49] . The concepts of motion field and dynamical potential borrowed from fluid dynamics community were utilized [50] . The motion field is a rich dynamical descriptor of the flow which can be related to the velocity of flow, while the potential accounts for several physical quantities such as the density or the pressure in the flow. Although people do not always follow the laws of physics, they have choices in their direction, have no conservation of momentum and can stop and start at willing [41] , the coupling of crowd dynamics and real data has exhibited promising results in crowd video analysis and opened a rich area of research.
At the microscopic level, agent-based models have also been popular in video analysis. They analyze the stimuli, or driven factors of crowd behavior, based on the assumption that crowd behavior originates from the interaction of its elementary individuals. Mehran et al. [22] and Zhao et al. [47] applied the SFM to detect the abnormal events of the crowd. Zhou et al. [7] , [8] used dynamic pedestrian-agent model to learn the collective behavior patterns of pedestrians in crowded scenes.
It is noted that cues from the two levels could be jointly used. For example, [38] , [51] employ the global motion information to improve tracking individuals in a crowd scene. Also the microscopic information of individual movements can be used as basic units in the holistic scene models.
Besides, visual feature extraction, object tracking, learning, and other related algorithms from vision area also play important roles in crowded scene analysis. They will be given brief introductions in method descriptions.
III. MOTION REPRESENTATION IN CROWDED SCENES
As a crucial basis, an appropriate feature representation can benefit the subsequent tasks. Motion information representation is the basis for crowded scene analysis. Although other types of visual features such as scene structure, geometrical information and viewing direction could also be helpful, motion features are dominant in our interested area.
According to the representation level, previous crowd motion features can be categorized into three categories: flowbased features, local spatio-temporal features and trajectory/tracklet. Flow-based features are extracted densely on the pixel level. Local spatio-temporal features represent the scene based on local information from 2D patches or 3D cubes. On a higher level, trajectory/tracklet tries to compute the individual tracks, as the basic features for motion representation. These feature representations have been used in various tasks as motion pattern segmentation, crowd behavior recognition and crowd anomaly detection.
A. Flow-Based Features
In the context of high density crowded scenes, tracking a person or an object is always a difficult task, and sometimes unfeasible. Fortunately, when we look at crowd, we care about what is happening, not who is doing it. The specific actions of individual pedestrians may appear relatively random, but the overall look of the crowd can still be convincing [52] . For that reason, several optical-flow alike features have been presented in recent years [11] - [13] , [22] , [53] - [55] , these methods avoid tracking from the macroscopic level and have achieved some success in addressing complex crowd flows in the scenes.
1) Optical Flow: Optical flow is to compute pixel-wise instantaneous motion between consecutive frames [56] . Optical flow is robust to multiple and simultaneous camera and object motions, and it is widely used in crowd motion detection and segmentation [4] , [19] - [21] , [53] , [54] . However, optical flow does not capture long-range temporal dependencies, and can not represent spatial and temporal properties of a flow. These properties can be useful for many applications.
2) Particle Flow: Recently, based on the Lagrangian framework of fluid dynamics [57] , a notion of particle flow was introduced in computer vision [11] , [12] , [22] . Particle flow is computed by moving a grid of particles with the optical flow through numerical integration, providing trajectories that relate a particles initial position to its position at a later time. Impressive results employing particle flow have been demonstrated on crowd segmentation [12] and abnormal crowd behavior detection [11] , [22] . However, in particle flow the spatial changes are ignored, and time delay is significant.
3) Streak Flow: In order to achieve an accurate representation of the flow from crowd motion, Mehran et al. [13] introduced the notion of streakline to compute the motion field for crowd video scene analysis, referred to as streak flow. They also provided the comparison between optical flow, particle flow and streak flow with discussion. Streaklines are well known in flow visualization [58] and fluid mechanics [50] as a tool for measurement and analysis of the flow. It encapsulates motion information of the flow for a period of time. This resembles particle flow where the advection of a grid of particles provides information for segmenting the crowd motion. Streak flow exhibits changes in the flow faster than particle flow, and therefore captures crowd motions better in a dynamically changing flow. Fig. 4 gives an example of the optical flow feature. It also shows a comparison of optical flow, particle flow and streak flow using a locally uniform flow field changing over time.
B. Local Spatio-Temporal Features
Some extremely crowded scenes, though similar in density, are less structural due to the high variability of pedestrian movements. The motion within each local area may be nonuniform and generated by any number of moving objects. In such circumstances, even a fine-grain representation, such as optical flow, would not provide enough motion information.
One solution is to exploit the dense local motion patterns created by the subjects, and model their spatio-temporal relationships to represent the underlying intrinsic structure they form in the video [59] .
The related methods generally consider the motion as a whole, and characterize its spatio-temporal distributions based on local 2D patches or 3D cubes, such as spatio-temporal gradients [59] , [60] , and histogram functions [19] , [61] .
1) Spatio-Temporal Gradients: The distribution of spatiotemporal gradients has been utilized as the base representation [59] , [60] . For each pixel i in patch I, the spatio-temporal gradient ∇I i is calculated as
where x, y and t are the video's horizontal, vertical, and temporal dimensions, respectively. The 3D gradients of each pixel collectively represent the characteristic motion pattern within the patch. By capturing the steady-state motion behavior with the spatio-temporal motion pattern models, Kratz et al. [59] , [60] demonstrated that unusual activities can be detected as statistical deviations naturally.
2) Motion Histogram: Motion histograms can be considered as a kind of motion information defined on local regions. Fig. 5 illustrates the motion histograms calculated from three sample pixels. In fact it originally is ill-suited for crowd motion analysis, since computing motion orientation on a motion histogram is not only time-consuming but also errorprone due to the aligning problem. Therefore, researchers have developed some more advanced features based on motion histogram [19] , [61] . In the below brief descriptions are given.
Jodoin et al. [19] proposed a feature called orientation distribution function (ODF). It is the probability density function of a given motion orientation. Opposed to motion histograms, ODFs have no information on the magnitude of the flow. This makes the ODF representation simpler (1D instead of 2D), and is a key advantage in computation for the upcoming motion pattern learning.
Cong et al. [61] proposed a novel feature descriptor called multi-scale histogram of optical flow (MHOF). It preserves not only the motion information, but also the spatial contextual information. For event representation, features of all types of bases with various spatial structures are concatenated as MHOF. After estimating the motion field by optical flow, they partitioned the image into a few basic units, i.e., 2D image patches or 3D spatio-temporal cubes, then extracted MHOF from each unit.
Overall, spatio-temporal features have shown particular promise in motion understanding due to their strong descriptive power, and therefore, they have been widely used as in various tasks such as crowd anomaly detection.
C. Trajectory/Tracklet
Typical crowd motion is usually regular and repetitive, so that we can analyze crowd activities based on motion features extracted from trajectories of objects, such as relative distance between objects, acceleration, or motion energy.
long-range MPs as every moving object/person is tracked. However, it is broadly accepted that object-tracking is illsuited for videos with a large number of moving objects, especially in crowds as in Fig. 2 
(a) and (d).
As a solution, non-tracking methods have been proposed. Similar to our method, particle advection methods have been shown successful to handle dense videos [ 21, 24, 2, 15] . However, some of these methods were designed to detect local anomalies [24, 15] and thus are not suited to recover long-range MPs. Alternatively, Ali and Shah [ 2] proposes a scene segmentation method based on particle advection which can recover long-range MPs. Unfortunately, that method was not meant to deal with overlapping MPs (as in Fig. 2 (c) and (d)) since each pixel is assigned only one motion label. Solmaz et al. [21] use particles to recognize among five crowd behaviors based on the eigenvalues of a flow-based Jacobian matrix. It is not clear though how this method can recover individual MPs, especially if their shape differs from the five predefined behaviors.
Work by Hu, Ali and Shah [2, 3, 11] is to our knowledge the closest contribution to ours. Given flow vectors, they find motion paths with a tracking method which they call sink seeking. Sink seeking leads to sink paths which are then clustered into super tracks. However, since their method relies on pixel-based flow vectors, the tracking method cannot recover overlapping MPs which are frequent in crossroads and in Y-shape roads (results are reported in section 4). From the same lab [12] , a scene segmentation method based on a motion flow field but without particles has been proposed. Motion flow vectors are clustered together with a hierarchical clustering based on a geodesic converts motion histograms into ODFs, 3) performs metatracking and 4) clusters meta-tracks to recover MPs as well as the entry/exit points. 
Motion Histograms
Consider I, a video with constant inter-frame interval, and (u t , v t ) the optical flow at time t computed by a motion estimation method. In this work, we use the Horn/SchunkLucas/Kanade method proposed by Bruhn et al. [ 6] which we found to be a good compromise between precision and speed. Although ODFs (to be defined later) could be obtained with tracklets as in [27] , we empirically found that optical flow is much easier and faster to compute. Once optical flow has been computed for each frame, a motion histogram M p (u, v) is computed at each pixel p. This histogram contains the number of times a pixel p had its motion vector (u t,p , v t,p ) equal to (u, v) during the entire video. Since M p takes integer indices, motion vectors (u t,p , v t,p ) are rounded up to the nearest integer. Fig. 4 shows three pixel-based motion histograms. Comparing with the the other two types of feature representations, trajectory/tracklet is more semantic and it seems to be attractive. However, as mentioned previously, traditional pipeline of object detection and the subsequent tracking of those detections can hardly perform accurate object detection and tracking, as the density of the crowd increases and the scene clutter becomes severe [7] .
Considering the difficulties in obtaining complete trajectories, a motion feature called tracklet has been proposed. A tracklet is a fragment of a trajectory obtained by the tracker within a short period. Tracklets terminate when ambiguities caused by occlusions or scene clutters arise. They are more conservative and less likely to drift than long trajectories [7] . In previous works [62] - [64] , tracklets have been mainly used to be connected into complete trajectories for tracking or human action recognition. Recently, several tracklet based approaches for learning semantic regions and clustering trajectories [7] , [8] , [65] , [66] were proposed. In the approaches, tracklets are often extracted from dense feature points and then a certain model is applied to enforce the spatial and temporal coherence between tracklets, to finally detect behavior patterns of pedestrians in crowded scenes.
D. Summary
Considering the characteristics of crowded scenes, such as the congestion level, the degree of occlusion between objects, whether there is obvious motion structure, the size of field view of camera, and the resolution of a single target in the scene, we can briefly summary to which scenarios these features are suitable:
• For outdoor scenes, often with wide field of view but low resolution for each target, we mainly aim to analyze the holistic crowd motion trends. The optical flow alike features are suitable. These features can be easily combined with flow-based models, which has priority in structured crowded scene analysis.
• For indoor scenes, e.g., subway stations and shopping malls, the resolution of a single target is high enough and the crowd density may not be so high. The object trajectories or tracklet-based features may be good choices. These features are usually combined with agent-based models, which is applicable for analyzing activities or semantic regions in unstructured crowded scenes.
• Besides, when the field of view is not wide, but crowd density is high with severe occlusion, neither optical flow IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON XXX, VOL. X, NO. XX, MONTH YEAR 6 alike features nor tracklets will meet the requirements. Various local spatio-temporal features could be considered.
IV. CROWD MOTION PATTERN SEGMENTATION
Motion patterns learning is important in automated visual surveillance [5] , [6] , [21] . In crowded scene analysis, it is highly desirable to analyze the motion patterns and obtain some high-level interpretation.
The term motion pattern here refers to a spatial region of the scene that has a high degree of local similarity of the speed, as well as flow direction within the region and otherwise outside [3] . Motion patterns not only describe the segmentation in the spatial space, but also reflect the motion tendency in a period. These patterns can be joint or disjoint in the image space. They usually have a semantic level interpretation and contain sources and sinks of the paths described by the patterns.
To analyze motion patterns in crowded scenes, various methods have been proposed. According to the principle to segment or cluster the motions, these methods can be divided into three categories: flow field model based segmentation, similarity based clustering, and probability model based clustering. The first category tries to simulate the image spatial segmentation based on flow field models, and therefore tends to produce spatially continuous segments. The later two categories utilize various well-developed clustering algorithms, usually based on local motion features, e.g., tacklets or motion video words. The resulting segments may be scattered, but they could be applicable to unstructured scenes with complex motions.
A. Flow Field Model Based Segmentation
Among many physical-based models applied in crowd analysis, flow field models [12] , [13] , [19] , [53] - [55] , [67] are well studied in crowd motion pattern segmentation. By treating a moving crowd as a time dependent flow field consisting of regions with qualitatively different dynamics, the motion patterns emerging from spatio-temporal interactions of the participants can be reflected. Based on this kind of representations, methods such as edge-based segmentation, graph-based segmentation, watershed segmentation can be applied.
Ali et al. [12] proposed the Lagrangian particle dynamic to segment high density crowd flows. To uncover the spatial organization of the flow field, clouds of particles generated by the crowd motion are examined. Then Lagrangian coherent structures (LCS) [57] is utilized to map to the boundaries of different crowd segments. Similar to the edges for image, the LCSs for flow data can be used to segment flow regions of different dynamics. The proposed method of [12] could reveal the underlying flow structures of velocity field, and it is insensitive to the scene density. However, slow motions might not be segmented out, and low crowd density might cause over-segmented.
To detect typical motion patterns in crowded scenes, Hu et al. [53] constructed a directed neighborhood graph to measure the closeness of motion flow vectors, and then grouped them into motion patterns. Based on the same idea, Hu et al. [54] later invented a method to learn dominant motion patterns in videos. This is accomplished by first detecting the representative modes (sinks) of motion patterns, followed by construction of the super tracks, i.e., collective representations of the discovered motion patterns. The methods do not require complete trajectories, avoiding the problem of occlusion. But they are not applicable to unstructured scenes and the number of motion patterns needs to be predefined.
Another approach is local-translational domain segmentation (LTDS) model proposed in Wu et al. [67] . Local crowd motion is approximated as a translational motion field, and the evolution of domain boundaries is derived from the Gâteaux derivative of an objective function. To represent crowd motion in an accurate and efficient way, optical flow is computed at salient locations instead of all the pixel locations. Then the problem of crowd motion partitioning is transformed to scattered motion field segmentation. This method can automatically determine the number of groups and can be applied to both medium and high density crowded scenes.
As introduced previously in section III, the streakline framework [13] can recognize spatio-temporal flow changes more quickly than other methods. However, this framework computes the optical flow field using the conventional method. It has poor anti-interference performance, and serious deviation would be brought to the computation of the optical flow field. In [55] , Wang et al. improved the streakline framework with a highly accurate variational model [56] . Different motion patterns are separated in crowded scenes by computing the similarity of streaklines and streak flows using watershed segmentation. This method finds a balance between recognition of local spatial changes and filling spatial gaps in the flow. But it must be noted that, the streak flow computation is vulnerable to disturbance, which may result in incorrect segmentation.
Flow field model based segmentation has shown success in handling high density scenes with complex crowd flows. However, the optical flow alike features are designed to detect local changes, not to recover long-range motion patterns. Alternatively, the particle flow methods used in [13] , [19] , [29] treat the crowd as a single entity, and ignore the spatial changes in coherent motion patterns. Another disadvantage of the methods in [29] , [53] , [54] is that they can not handle overlapping motion patterns, since each pixel is assigned to only one motion label. It is often not the case in unstructured scenes. In addition, with the decrease in crowd density, flow field model would no longer work, and cause the video scene to be over-segmented.
B. Similarity Based Clustering
In this kind of methods, motion pattern segmentation is treated as a clustering problem: once motion features are detected and extracted, they are grouped into similar categories through some similarity measurements. Then, the semantic regions are estimated from the spatial extents of trajectory/tracklet clusters. The detailed descriptions are as follows.
Cheriyadat et al. [69] used a distance measure for feature trajectories based on longest common subsequence (LCSS) [73] . The method begins with independently tracking low-level features using optical flow, and then clusters these tracks into smooth dominant motions. It has a great advantage of speed in measuring the similarity between all pairs of tracks. But the parameters for clustering need to be fine-tuned for different situations. In addition, feature points tracking may suffer from noise. Based on tracklets, Zhao et al. [34] used a manifold learning method to infer the local geometric structures in image space, and to infer the motion patterns in videos. They embedded tracklet points into (x, y, θ) space, where (x, y) stand for the image space and θ represents motion direction. In this space, points automatically form intrinsic manifold structures each corresponding to a motion pattern.
Also based on tracklets, Zhou et al. [70] proposed a general technique of detecting coherent motion patterns in noisy timeseries data, named coherent filtering. When applying this technique to coherent motion detection in the crowd, tracklets are firstly extracted by Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) [74] keypoint tracker. Then a similarity measure called coherent neighbor invariance is used to characterize these tracklets and cluster them into different motion patterns. An approach similar to [70] was proposed in Wang et al. [65] , to analyze motion patterns from the tracklets in dynamical crowded scenes. Tracklets are collected by tracking dense feature points from the video of crowded scenes, and motion patterns are then learned by clustering the tracklets.
In Jodoin et al. [19] , a method of meta-tracking has been proposed to extract dominant motion patterns and the main entry/exit areas from a surveillance video. This method relies on pixel-based orientation distributed functions (ODFs), which summarize the directions of the flows at each point of the scene. Once all pixels have been assigned to ODFs, particle trajectories are computed through an iterative algorithm. They are called "meta-tracks". Finally, based on a hierarchical clustering method, nearest meta-tracks are merged together to form the motion patterns.
Compared with trajectories, local motion feature is insensitive to scene clutter and tracking errors. Through clustering or linking process, the tracklets or optical flow with common features can be properly grouped, resulting in different semantic regions. Another advantage is that local feature clustering can be used for both structured and unstructured crowded scenes, since even mutually overlapping local motion features can be well separated in the learning process.
C. Probability Model Based Clustering
Being widely utilized in visual clustering, probability Bayesian models can also be adopted here for crowd motion pattern segmentation. Low-level motion features to be clustered are fitted with the designed models. Popular models in vision area, such as Gaussian mixture model (GMM), random field topic (RFT), and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) have been applied. In contrast to the simple averaging optical flow methods, the use of an probability model allows for longterm analysis of a scene. Moreover, it can capture both the overlapping behaviors at any given location in a scene and the spatial dependencies between behaviors. Finally, the statistical model can incorporate a priori knowledge on where, when and what types of activities occur.
Yang et al. [4] proposed a novel method to automatically discover key motion patterns in a scene by observing the scene for an extended period. Firstly low-level motion features are extracted through computing optical flow. These motion features are then quantized into video words based on their direction and location. Next, some video words are screened out based on the entropy over all clips for a given word.
The key motion patterns are discovered using diffusion maps embedding [75] and clustering.
For the same purpose, Saleemi et al. [3] introduced a statistical model for motion patterns representation based on raw optical flow. The method is based on hierarchical problemspecific learning. GMM is exploited as a co-occurrence free measure of spatio-temporal proximity and flow similarity between features. Finally, a pixel-level representation of motion patterns is proposed by deriving conditional expectation of optical flow.
The RFT model has been applied in semantic region analysis in crowded scenes in Zhou et al. [7] , [8] , based on the motions of objects. In the approach, a tracklet is treated as a document, and observations (points) on tracklets are quantized into words according to a codebook based on their locations and velocity directions. In addition, Markov Random Fields (MRF) is used as a prior to enforce the spatial and temporal coherence between tracklets during the learning process. The MRF model encourages tracklets spatially and temporally close to have similar distributions over semantic regions. Each semantic region has its preferred source and sink. Therefore, activities observed in the same semantic region have similar semantic interpretations.
The LDA model has also been adopted [71] . Assuming that motion patterns involved in a complex dynamic scene usually have a hierarchical nature, a two-level motion pattern mining approach has been proposed. At the first level, single-agent motion patterns are modeled as distributions over pixel-based features. At the second level, interaction patterns are modeled as distributions over single-agent motion patterns. Then, LDA is applied to discover both single-agent motion patterns and interaction patterns in the video.
Moreover, Fu et al. [72] extracted optical flow features from each pair of consecutive frames, and quantized them into discrete visual words. The video is represented by a word-document hierarchical topic model through a generative process, and an improved sparse topical coding approach is used for model learning.
An advantage of probability models is that it can provide much more compact representations than directly clustering high dimensional motion feature vectors computed from video clips. Furthermore, it models the spatio-temporal interrelationships among different events at the global scene level, which can facilitate the crowd behavior understanding.
D. Experiments
To give a pilot evaluation of crowd motion pattern segmentation methods, we test five representative methods on six videos standing for different challenges. These videos were taken from the UCF datasets and [19] , and their length ranges from 100 frames to 5000 frames. Some have a small number of moving objects (Pedestrians, Crosswalk, Roundabout) while others are highly crowded (Marathon, Mecca, Pilgrims); some have simple layout (Marathon, Mecca, Crosswalk) while others are complex (Pedestrians, Pilgrims, Roundabout); some have well structured dynamics (Marathon, Mecca) while others present fairly unstructured scenes(Pedestrians) or semistructured scenes (Pilgrims, Crosswalk, Roundabout). Fig. 6 gives the motion segmentation results of the selected five methods on six videos. It can be found that these methods produce similar results on sequences of well structured (Marathon, Mecca) and semi-structured scenes (Pilgrims, Crosswalk, Roundabout), but different results on unstructured scenes (Pedestrian). For structured scenes, all the methods well segment the areas with different motion characteristics, and each resulted region looks continuous and unified; for unstructured scenes, though the segmented patterns by particle flow with FTLE field and streak flow with watershed are still unified, the truth is that individuals in the resulted region move differently; the optical flow with DBSCAN (densitybased spatial clustering of applications with noise) obtains poor results; the coherent-filtering produces quite scattered pieces, reflecting motion patterns at a certain point in time; the segmentation results of meta-tracking look quite clutter, but they mix several motion patterns together. The meta-tracking can well handle the unstructured scenes for its representative ability for multiple motion patterns.
An experiment on video clips of 100 frames length shows that the average execution times of DBSCAN [68] , FTLE [12] , watershed [13] , meta-tracking [19] and coherent-filtering [70] are around 6.3 seconds, 22.4 seconds, 5.6 seconds, 9.3 seconds and 0.4 seconds, respectively (CPU: i7-3770, 3.4GHz; memory: 8G). Here we do not consider the computation of motion features extraction. The difference in computation times lies in the fact that, FTLE and meta-tracking require motion information across the whole video sequence to generate only the motion pattern map, while DBSCAN, watershed and coherent-filtering can generate a motion pattern map with just two adjacent video frames in each iteration, which could be more efficient.
To evaluate the motion pattern segmentation results quantitatively, we manually label the detected motion regions. The numbers of true and false detections from different methods for three representative videos (Mecca for highly crowded structured scene, Roundabout for semi-structured scene, and Pedestrian for unstructured scene) are given in Table II . Moreover, due to the noise in motion clusters, the motion detection number cannot fully reflect the performance. We use completeness as an additional measurement of the segmentation accuracy. Here, completeness is the ratio of the detected motion patterns area to the ground-truth area. The results are given in Table II, for comparison. Motion pattern segmentation can also be used for source/sink seeking and path planing. We also conduct an experiment on the New York grand central station video from CHUK dataset. The test video is 30 minutes long and contains an unstructured crowded scene. Since flow field based models and coherent-filtering can not handle the extremely stochastic crowded scenes, we only evaluate two methods in this experiment: meta-tracking [19] and RFT model [7] . From the experimental results shown in Fig. 7 , we can clearly see that some regular paths are extracted from mixed crowd motion patterns. Overall, results produced by the two methods are similar. The results from RFT look better, since the model can incorporate a prior knowledge from annotation (e.g. the number and positions of sources/sinks) in the training [68] ; the second row is produced by particle flow and FTLE field segmentation [12] ; the third row is produced by streak flow and watershed segmentation [13] ; the fourth row is produced by coherent-filtering [70] ; and the fifth row is produced by meta-tracking [19] . For figures in the first to fourth rows, different colors represent different motion patterns. For figures in the fifth row, both color and line continuity distinguish different motion patterns. (Best viewed in color)
Metatracking Random Field Topic Fig. 7 . Part of source/sink seeking results from meta-tracking [19] and RFT model [7] . Different colors in the columns represent different motion patterns, each indicating a regular path of pedestrians. (Best viewed in color) process. The meta-tracking method finds the sources/sinks via clustering, performing the whole process automatically without human intervention.
The quantitative evaluation results are shown in Table III . The number of true and false sources/sinks are used. Here, a true detection means that the algorithm finds an entry/exit point accordance with the manually labeled ground-truth; while a false detection means that the algorithm finds a wrong entry/exit point. Besides, to evaluate the generated paths, we first cluster each detected path shown in Fig. 7 into a smooth dominant trajectory using the method proposed in [69] , then we compute the similarity between the dominant trajectory and the labeled path. A distance measure of longest common subsequences (LCSS) [76] is used. The LCSS distance between path F i and F j is defined as
where T i , T j are the lengths of F i , F j , respectively. LCSS(F i , F j ) specifies the number of matching points between two trajectories. A good algorithm should result in high similarity values. In Table III , we only consider the true detected paths and compute the average LCSS distance over them. Note different true detection results produced by meta-tracking [19] may correspond to one ground-truth label. RFT model is referred to [7] .
E. Summary
In general, flow field model based segmentation and similarity based clustering require little human intervention. Thus motion segmentation can be performed in an unsupervised way, and it is convenient in many video analysis applications. Table I summarizes the reviewed studies on crowd motion pattern segmentation, providing the information of test dataset, applicable scene and crowd density level in the experimental settings of each method.
Flow field model based methods are the most studied in motion pattern segmentation. Flow field can well simulate the crowd motions, considering the individuals as particles. Similarity based clustering methods are becoming more and more popular, because in high density crowds, the local motion features such as tracklets can be obtained more easily than the complete trajectories, and they show to be more discriminative than local optical flows. Recently, probability models, especially the topic models borrowed from language processing, have been applied to capture spatial and temporal dependency. Motion patterns in crowded scenes can be interpreted hierarchically. Individual movements constitute small group motions and they further form large motion patterns. The probability topic model may be a good choice due to its capacity to discover semantic regions and explore more details within the motion patterns.
The learned motion patterns can be used in a range of applications including path or source/sink seeking in crowded scenes, as we have shown in experiments. Besides, several tracking algorithms [38] , [51] , [59] , [77] , [78] also have interests in how to learn scene-specific motion patterns to improve the effect of tracking.
V. CROWD BEHAVIOR RECOGNITION
Crowd behavior analysis has been an active research topic in simulation and graphics fields where the main goal is to create realistic crowd motions [22] . Relatively little effort has been spent on reliable classification and understanding of human activities in real-world crowded scenes.
In general, approaches for crowd behavior analysis can be divided to "holistic" and "object-based". The former treats the crowd as a single entity, which may be suitable to structured scenes of medium or high density [9] , while the later treats the crowd as a collection of individuals. In holistic approaches, crowd dynamics models are usually adopted to judge the behaviors on the whole. But local behaviors in unstructured scenes can not be handled. Object-based approaches infer both the behaviors and their associated individuals.
A. Holistic Approach
In highly crowded surveillance scenes, moving objects in the sensor range appear small or even unresolved. Very few features can be detected and extracted from an individual object. In such situations, understanding crowd behaviors without knowing the actions of individuals is often advantageous [14] .
Assuming the crowd fluid is incompressible and irrotational, Mehran et al. [13] proposed a concept of potential functions, which consists of two parts: stream function and velocity function. The former provides information regarding the steady and non-divergent part of the flow, whereas the later contains information regarding the local changes in the non-curling motions. With this perspective, the potential function field is capable of discriminating lanes and divergent/convergent regions in different scenes.
To detect major motion patterns and crowd events, Benabbas et al. [21] first clustered low-level motion features to learn the direction and magnitude models of crowds, and then used a region-based segmentation algorithm to generate different motion patterns. After that, crowd events such as merge, split, walk, run, local dispersion, and evacuation were detected by analyzing the instantaneous optical flow vectors and comparing with the learned models.
Later in Solmaz et al. [14] , crowd behaviors including bottlenecks, fountainheads, lanes, arches, and blockings can be recognized. In this framework, a scene is represented by a grid of particles initializing a dynamical system defined by the optical flow. Time integration of the dynamical system provides particle trajectories that represent the motion in the scene. These trajectories are used to locate regions of interest in the scene. Behavior classification is obtained according to the Jacobian matrix based on linear approximation of the dynamical system. The eigenvalues are used to determine the dynamic stability of points in the flow and each type of stability corresponds to one of the five crowd behaviors.
Recently, a similar spatio-temporal viscous fluid (STVF) field was adopted in Su et al. [20] , to model crowd motion patterns by exploring both appearance of crowd behaviors and interaction among pedestrians. In their approach, large-scale crowd behaviors are recognized based on the characteristics of the fluid field. First, a spatio-temporal variation matrix is proposed to measure the local fluctuation for specific pixels. Then, the force among pedestrians are modeled with shear force in the spatio-temporal variation fluid field. Finally, a codebook is constructed by clustering neighboring pixels with similar spatio-temporal features, and crowd behaviors are recognized using the LDA model.
B. Object-Based Approach
In unstructured crowded scenes, considering the crowd as one entity would fail to identify abnormal events that arise due to inappropriate actions of an individual. For instance, a running person in a crowd can indicate an abnormal event if the rest of the crowd are walking. Object-based methods may overcome this problem. Without considering the high crowd density, conventional approaches for behavior analysis are usually performed based on detection and segmentation of each individual. They suffer from the complexity to isolate individuals in the dense crowd. Addressing this, some researchers have extended this kind of approaches to highly crowd scenes, by utilizing low-level features and probability models instead of tracking a single object [8] , [79] . Wang et al. [79] used hierarchical Bayesian models to connect three elements in visual surveillance: low-level visual features, simple "atomic" activities, and interactions. Atomic local motions are classified into atomic activities if they are observed in certain semantic regions. The global behaviors of video clips are modeled based on the distributions of lowlevel visual features, and multi-agent interactions are modeled based on the distributions of atomic activities. Without labeled training data and tracking procedure, the framework fulfils many challenging visual surveillance tasks, such as segmenting motions into different activities and supporting high-level queries on activities and interactions.
Later in [8] , Zhou et al. proposed a mixture model of dynamics pedestrian-agents (MDA) to learn the collective behavior patterns of pedestrians in crowded scenes. In the agentbased modeling, each pedestrian in the crowd is driven by a dynamic pedestrian-agent and the whole crowd is modeled as a mixture of dynamic pedestrian-agents. Once the model is learned from the training data, MDA can well infer the past behaviors, predict the future behaviors of pedestrians given their partially observed trajectories, and classify different pedestrian behaviors in the scene. However, some limitations exit, e.g., MDA assumes affine transform, and it has difficulty in representing some complex shapes.
C. Summary
The principle to classify crowd behavior recognition methods depends on the perspective from which we observe the crowd: a single entity or a bunch of independent individuals. Holistic approaches are to classify the whole streams of people to normal or abnormal, or recognize the predefined crowd behaviors. This kind of methods ignore individual difference, and consider all individuals in the crowd to have similar motion characteristics. Such a hypothesis allows us to analyze the crowd states of behavior from a systematic perspective. However, without information from object detection and tracking, a particular activity cannot be separated from other activities simultaneously occurring in the same stream.
In contrast, object-based approaches are able to locate typical activities and interactions in the scene, detect normal and abnormal activities, and support high-level semantic queries on activities and interactions. However, these methods can not handle dense crowded scenes, where individual objects detection does not work, and the crowd dynamics in this area appears chaotic. Under such circumstance, the spatial distribution of low-level visual features is also chaotic, and subsequent clustering procedure will not work well. Table IV lists the representative crowd behavior recognition techniques, as well as their reported performances. A missing entry means that the quantitative result is not reported in the available literature. Besides, the crowd behaviors defined in different works are not the same. So, it is impossible to directly compare the performances of these methods, and each of the relevant studies has been conducted under different experimental conditions, using different data and different evaluation criteria.
VI. CROWD ANOMALY DETECTION
Anomaly detection is a key aspect of the crowded scene analysis, which has attracted much attention [11] - [13] , [22] , [60] , [61] , [80] - [84] . However, the problem of anomaly detection is still greatly open, and research efforts are scattered not only in approaches, but also in the interpretation of the problem, assumptions and objectives [48] .
Crowd anomaly detection methods could be learned on different supervision levels: from data with labels of both normal and abnormal behaviors; or from a corpus of unlabeled data, assuming that most parts are normal.
Depending on the scale of interest, previous studies on anomaly detection can be categorized into two classes: global anomaly detection and local anomaly detection [61] , namely "does the scene contain an anomaly or not?" and "where is the anomaly taking place?". Detailed descriptions will be given as follows.
A. Global Anomaly Detection
Usually, the self-organization effects occurring in crowds result in regular motion patterns. However, when abnormal events affecting public safety happen, such as fires, explosions, transportation disasters, people would escape, and it causes the crowd dynamics into a completely different state. Global anomaly detection aims to distinguish the abnormal states of crowd from normal ones. Related methodologies usually tend to detect the changes or events based on the apparent motion estimated on the whole. It is also important for a global anomaly detection system to not only do well in detecting the presence of anomaly in the scene, but also accurately determine the starting and end of the events, as well as the transitions between them.
It should be noticed that holistic approaches for crowd behavior recognition mentioned in Section V, such as [13] , [14] , [20] , [21] , can be applied for global crowd anomalies detection. There also exist some works specifically for anomaly detection, in global style.
In Chen et al. [85] , each isolated region is considered as a vertex and a human crowd is represented with a graph. To effectively model the topology variations, local characteristics (e.g. triangle deformations and eigenvalue-based subgraph analysis), and global features (e.g. moments) are used. They are finally combined as an indicator to detect if any anomaly of the crowd presents in the scene.
Recently, a Bayesian framework for crowd escape behavior detection in videos was proposed [86] , to directly model crowd motions as non-escape and escape. Crowd motions are characterized using optical flow fields, and the associated classconditional probability density functions are constructed based on the field attributes. Crowd escape behavior can be detected by a Bayesian formulation. Experiments demonstrated that the method is more accurate than state-of-the-art techniques in detecting crowd escape behavior. However, this method cannot be applied to high density crowded scenes for the moment, since the crowd escape behavior in this case is significantly different from that in low or medium density crowded scenes.
B. Local Anomaly Detection
In addition to global anomaly detection, we often need to know where the anomaly event happens. To this aim, various local anomaly detection techniques have been proposed. Popular models from both crowd dynamics (e.g., flow field model, social force model, and crowd energy model) and vision area (hidden Markov model, dynamic texture, bag-of-words, sparse representation, and manifold learning) have been applied here.
We divide the methods into two classes: vision-based approaches that learn model and predict anomaly purely using techniques from computer vision area, based on visual features; and physics-inspired approaches that incorporate related physical models for crowd dynamics representation, and achieve anomaly detection with learning methods.
1) Vision-Based Approach: Many machine learning techniques have achieved great success in vision tasks. They have also been applied in local anomaly detection. These methods usually extract visual features and construct a set of clusters to represent several possible event patterns. erage KL distance to the mean. Thus we capture the characteristic motion of a scene by identifying the motion variations within each prototypical pattern, compactly representing the rich information stored in the local spatio-temporal motion patterns.
Now that we have a characteristic representation of the motion within a scene, we may potentially model an extremely crowded scene given a training video sequence of usual activity, and detect unusual activities in a query video by identifying local spatio-temporal motion patterns with low likelihoods. Given a local spatio-temporal motion pattern O n t , we can evaluate the probability of it belonging to a specific prototypical observation using the KL distance to remove the bias. Thus the probability of an observation O n t given prototype s is
where d is the KL distance measure. Since motion patterns that occur regularly in one spatial location of the video may be unusual in another, observations are only evaluated for prototypical distributions that occurred in the same spatial location n, or tube, in the training video. We compute the confidence measure for each cuboid as the maximum likelihood given the possible prototypical distributions within a tube. We then identify unusual motion patterns by thresholding low confidence values. Since extremely crowded scenes may contain larger variations in one location than another, we normalize the measure by the minimum confidence value of the training set in each spatial location n.
Capturing Temporal Statistics in Distribution Based Hidden Markov Models
While the set of prototypes provides a picture of similar activities in the scene, it does not capture the relationship between their occurrences. As a result, we cannot assume that the approach in the previous section will lead to robust detection of unusual activities. We will now consider modeling and leveraging the temporal dynamics of the motion a) Hidden Markov Model: The hidden Markov model (HMM) is able to take into account the inherently dynamic nature of the observed features [48] . It is applicable in video event detection as well as anomaly detection.
Based on HMM, Kratz et al. [60] have presented a framework for modeling local spatio-temporal motion behaviors in extremely crowded scenes. Fig. 8 illustrates a single HMM for each spatial location of observation.
In the training phase, the temporal relationship between local motion patterns is captured via a distribution-based HMM, and the spatial relationship is modeled by a coupled HMM. In the testing phase, unusual events are identified as statistical deviations in video sequences of the same scene. The experimental results indicated that the proposed representation is suitable for analyzing extremely crowded scenes. However, the authors only set up one HMM for each local area, so that the method could work only for limited kinds of normal behaviors or specific crowded scenes. If we change the normal behavior type, the detection rate of the abnormal behaviors will decrease, unless the model is re-trained.
A similar scheme has been proposed in Wang et al. [81] . In their approach, the high-frequency and spatio-temporal (HFST) information is computed by the wavelet transformation, to characterize the dynamic properties of the local region. Then, in order to detect various local abnormal crowd events, multiple HMMs are adopted, and each HMM accounts for a type of behavior.
b) Dynamic Texture Model: The dynamic texture [90] is a spatio-temporal generative model for video. It represents video sequences as observations from a linear dynamical system, and exhibits spatio-temporal stationary properties [91] . Recent research works [80] , [87] have shown that dynamic texture is more suitable for local unusual event detection in crowded scenes than optical flow.
Originally proposed for motion segmentation in Chan et al. [92] , the mixture of dynamic texture (MDT) is a generative model, where a collection of video sequences are modeled as samples from a set of underlying dynamic textures. Fig.  9 illustrates the MDT from a video patch. Based on MDT, Li et al. [80] , [87] proposed a joint detector of temporal and spatial anomalies in crowded scenes. The proposed detector is based on a video representation that accounts for both appearance and dynamics, using a set of MDT models. The normal patterns is learned through MDT model per scene the spatial support of anomaly detection, for both spatial and temporal anomalies.
NORMALCY AND ANOMALY MODELING
In this section we review the MDT model, discuss the intensities. Observations of low probability under these GMMs are declared foreground. For anomaly detection in crowds, the GMM is replaced by an MDT, and the pixel grid replaced by one of preset displacement. Grid locations define the center of video cells, from which video patches are extracted. The patches extracted from a subregion (group of cells) are used to learn an MDT, during a training phase, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . After this phase, subregion patches of low probability under the associated MDT are considered anomalies. Given patch x 1:τ , the distribution of the hidden state sequence s τ 1 under the i th DT component, p S|X (s 1:τ |x 1:τ , z = i), is estimated with a Kalman filter and smoother [29] , [30] , as discussed in [28] . The value of the temporal anomaly map at location l is the negative-log probability of the most-likely state sequence for the patch at l
where s {i} 1:τ (l) = argmax s 1:τ p(s 1:τ |x τ (l), z = i). We note that this generalizes the mixture of PCA models of optical flow [3] . The matrix C z of (2b) is a PCA basis for patches drawn from mixture component z, but the PCA decomposition reports to patch appearance, not subregion, in training phase. A multi-scale temporal anomaly map is produced by measuring the negative log probability of each video patch under the MDT of the corresponding region. In the testing phase, subregion patches of low probability under the associated MDT are considered as anomalies.
c) Bag-of-Words Model: One representative approach in anomaly detection is to use local spatio-temporal video volumes based bag-of-words (BOW) models. This approach usually extracts local low-level visual features, such as motion and texture, either by constructing a pixel-level background model and behavior templates, or by employing spatiotemporal video volumes [82] .
In [82] , Roshtkhari et al. extended BOW model for detecting suspicious events in videos. The method codes a video as a compact set of spatio-temporal volumes. Uncertainty is considered in the codebook construction. The spatio-temporal compositions of video volumes are modeled using a probabilistic framework, and anomalous events are assumed to be video presentations with very low frequency of occurrence. As a result, an observation is considered to be abnormal if it cannot be reconstructed with previous observations. LDA has been adopted in Wang et al. [93] based on the spatio-temporal cuboid from the video sequence with an adaptive size. To compute the similarity between two spatiotemporal cuboids with different sizes, they designed a novel data structure of codebook constructed as a set of two-level trees. LDA model is used to learn an appropriate number of topics to represent these scenarios. A new sample will be classified as anomaly if it does not belong to these topics. [61] presented a novel algorithm for abnormal event detection based on the sparse reconstruction cost (SRC) for multi-level histogram of optical flows. Given an image sequence or a collection of local spatio-temporal patches, MHOF features are calculated. Then, SRC over the normal dictionary is used to measure the normalness of the testing sample. By introducing a prior weight of each basis during sparse reconstruction, the proposed SRC is more robust than other outlier detection criteria.
Combined with dynamic texture, Xu et al. [91] proposed a novel approach for unusual event detection via sparse reconstruction on an over-complete basis set. The dynamic texture is described by local binary patterns from three orthogonal planes (LBPTOP). In the detection process, given the basis set learned from the training procedure and the input observation, the sparse coefficients are computed and the reconstruction error is defined. The unusual events are identified as those dynamic textures with high reconstruction error.
e) Manifold Learning Model: In [83] , the manifold learning-based framework has also been applied for the detection of anomalies in a crowded scene. The spatiotemporal Lagrangian eigenmap method is employed to study the local motion structure of the scene. Besides, a pairwise graph is constructed by considering the visual context of multiple local patches in both spatial and temporal domains. Such a process embeds local motion patterns into different spatial locations where similar patterns are usually close and different patterns are far apart. This allows to cluster embedding points and to discover different motion patterns in the scene. Finally, a local probability model is used to localize the abnormal regions in the crowded scene, where the clusters with small data points or outliers in the embedded space can be considered as abnormal.
2) Physics-Inspired Approach: Several physics-inspired models have been proposed for crowd representation, and they have also been utilized and combined with machine learning techniques for anomaly detection. For example, continuumbased approach and agent-based approach from crowd simulation field both have been adopted for anomaly detection in crowded scenes. a) Flow Field Model: Usually, we need to understand how crowds evolve with time and try to find some regular patterns. So that we can know immediately where and how the motion pattern of the crowd changes. As noted in section IV, the work of Ali et al. [12] has shown success on motion pattern segmentation. Furthermore, they also extended their framework to anomaly detection. They constructed a finite time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) field whose boundaries vary with the crowd changes in terms of the dynamic behavior of the flow. New Lagrangian coherent structures (LCS) [57] will appear in the FTLE field exactly at those locations where the changes happen. Any change in the number of flow segments over time is regarded as an instability, and it is detected by establishing correspondences between flow segments over time.
Wu et al. [11] proposed a method for crowd flow modeling and anomaly detection for both structured and unstructured scenes. The overall work-flow begins with particle advection based on optical flow, and particle trajectories are clustered to obtain representative trajectories for a crowd flow. Next, the chaotic dynamics of all representative trajectories are extracted and quantified using chaotic invariants. This is known as maximal Lyapunov exponent and correlation dimension in dynamic system. Probability model is learned from these chaotic feature sets. Finally, a maximum likelihood estimation criterion is adopted to identify a query video of a scene as normal or abnormal.
Commencing with the optical flow field estimation adapted from [94] , Loy et al. [95] presented a global motion saliency detection framework. The associated flow vector in the field is represented by its phase angle −π ≤ ϕ x,y,t ≤ π and the velocity magnitude γ x,y,t ≥ 0, referred as motion signature for salient motion detection. Then the spectral residual approach [96] is applied on the motion signature for motion saliency detection. This method has shown its potential in unstable region detection in extremely crowded scenes, and gave fairly similar results to [12] . b) Social Force Model: The social force model (SFM) has been successfully employed in research fields as simulation and analysis of crowds. Mehran et al. [22] introduced a novel method to detect and localize abnormal behaviors in crowd videos using SFM [45] . For this purpose, the framework proposed by Ali et al. [12] is utilized to compute particle flows, and their interaction forces are estimated using SFM. The interaction force is then mapped into the image plane to obtain force flow for every pixel in every frame. Randomly selected spatio-temporal volumes of force flows are used to model the normal behavior of the crowd. Finally the frames are classified as normal or abnormal by using BOW. The regions of anomalies in the abnormal frames are localized using interaction forces.
Inspired by [22] , some methods based on SFM to detect abnormal crowd behaviors were later proposed. In [46] , [97] , Raghavendra et al. introduced the particle swarm optimization (PSO) method for optimizing the interaction force computed using SFM. The main objective of the proposed method is to drift the population of particles towards the areas of the main image motion. Such displacement is driven by the PSO fitness function, which aims at minimizing the interaction force, so as to model the most diffused and typical crowd behavior.
A velocity-field based SFM has been proposed in Zhao et al. [47] to locate crowd behavior instability spatio-temporally. The traditional SFM defines the interaction force as a dependent variable of relative geometric position of the individuals. Differently, the proposed improved model can provide a better prediction of interactions using the collision probability in a dynamic crowd. With spatio-temporal instability analysis, we can extract video clips with potential abnormality and locate the regions of interest where the abnormalities are likely to happen. c) Crowd Energy Model: The crowd has its own characteristics. For example, local density and velocity are key parameters for measuring the crowd dynamics. Yang et al. [88] proposed an efficient method based on the histogram of oriented pressure (HOP) to detect crowd anomaly. SFM and local binary pattern (LBP) are adopted to calculate the pressure. Cross histogram is utilized to produce the feature vector instead of parallel merging the magnitude histogram and direction histogram. Afterwards, support vector machine and median filter are adopted to detect the anomaly.
In [98] , Xiong et al. proposed a novel method to detect two typical abnormal activities: pedestrian gathering and running. The method is based on the potential energy [99] and kinetic energy. A term called crowd distribution index (CDI) is defined to represent the dispersion, which can later determine the kinetic energy. Finally the abnormal activities are detected through threshold analysis.
Another abnormal crowd behavior detection model using behavior entropy has been proposed in [89] . The key idea is to analyze the change of scene behavior entropy (SBE) over time, and localize abnormal behaviors according to pixels' behavior entropy distribution in image space. Experiments reveal that SBE of the frame will rise when running, dispersion, gathering or regressive walking occurs.
This energy-based model can well denote the dispersion on different directions and locate moving information and interacting information among individuals. The model works owing to the fact that obvious differences exist between normal states and abnormal states in crowd dynamic characteristics. Usually some threshold-based methods are employed here, and the threshold usually has to be determined empirically when applied to different crowd scenes.
C. Summary
It is usually difficult to compare different methods objectively, since anomalies are often defined in a somewhat subjective form, sometimes according to what the algorithms can detect [87] . We make a brief comparison of recently developed anomaly detection techniques in Table V . These techniques are evaluated on different datasets with different criteria. It is hard to compare them directly, and this table intends to provide a quick way to understand the solutions on the whole.
Methods based on knowledge from physical systems for crowd representation are convenient to apply but their capacity is limited to recognize certain patterns [100] . In order to overcome these limitations, data-driven learning-based models can be utilized or be combined to represent the events and structures of the scene. Among them, generative topic models seem to be promising in the interested area [82] , [93] . The topic models share a fundamental idea that "a crowded scene with its various events can be simulated as a document with mixture of topics". Characterizing unusual events by low word-topic probabilities far from existing typical topics, the topic models have the ability to automatically discover meaningful events or activities from the co-occurrences of visual words.
In addition, recently, some techniques in video event detection, such as spatio-temporal path searching [101] and background substraction [102] have been extended to crowded scenes. They can be utilized for improving crowd event detection.
VII. CROWD VIDEO DATASETS
With the development of crowded scene analysis, several crowd datasets are available now. In the following, we will list some existing benchmark crowd video datasets. In Table   VI , the following information is given: brief descriptions, size of each database, the labeling level and the accessibility.
UCF Crowd Dataset [12] This crowd dataset is collected mainly from the BBC Motion Gallery and Getty Images website, and it is publicly available. The most distinguishing feature is its variations in lighting and field of view, which can facilitate the performance evaluation of algorithms developed for crowded scenes.
UMN Crowd Dataset [103] It is also a publicly available dataset containing normal and abnormal crowd videos from University of Minnesota. Each video consists of an initial part of a normal behavior and ends with sequences of the abnormal behavior.
UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset [104] This dataset was acquired with a stationary camera mounted at an elevation, overlooking pedestrian walkways. The crowd density in the walkways ranges from sparse to very crowded. Abnormal events are caused by either: (i) the circulation of non pedestrian entities in the walkways or (ii) anomalous pedestrian motion patterns.
Violent-Flows Dataset [107] It is a dataset of real-world video footages of crowd violence, along with standard benchmark protocols designed to test both violent/non-violent classification and violence outbreak detection. All the videos were downloaded from YouTube, and the average length of a video clip is 3.60 seconds.
CUHK Dataset [79] This dataset is for research on activity or behavior analysis in crowded scenes. It includes 2 subsets: a traffic dataset (MIT traffic) and a pedestrian dataset. The traffic dataset includes a traffic video sequence of 90 minutes long. Ground truths about pedestrians of some sampled frames are manually labeled. The pedestrian dataset were recorded in New York's grand center station, contain a 30 minutes long video sequence, without giving any ground truth or labeled data.
QMUL Dataset [105] This dataset has two subsets: the first contains three different dense traffic flow videos at crossroads, of nearly 60 minutes long; the second contains a video of shopping mall from a publicly accessible webcam. Over 60,000 pedestrians were labeled in 2000 frames, and the head positions of every pedestrians are labeled, making this dataset more convenient for crowd counting and profiling research.
PETS2009 Dataset [106] This dataset contains multi-sensor sequences of different crowd activities. It is composed of five parts: (i) calibration data, (ii) training data, (iii) person count and density estimation data, (iv) people tracking data, and (v) flow analysis and event recognition data. Each subset contains several sequences and each sequence contains different views (4 up to 8).
Rodriguez's Web-Collected Dataset [78] The dataset reported in was collected by crawling and downloading videos from search engines and stock footage websites (e.g., Gettyimages and YouTube). In addition to the large collection of crowd videos, the dataset contains ground-truth trajectories for 100 individuals, which were selected randomly from the set of all moving people. This dataset is not open to the public yet.
UCF Crowd Behavior Dataset [14] This dataset is col- [12] , it is mainly designed for crowd behaviors recognition, with ground-truth labels.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
We have presented a review of the state-of-the-art techniques for crowded scene analysis across three key aspects: motion pattern segmentation, crowd behavior recognition and anomaly detection. The interested problems have become active research areas in recent decades because of their promising real-world applications. It can be seen that anomaly detection in crowded scenes has attracted quite a lot efforts, which reflects its importance in applications. Similar to these subtopics, feature representation is put as another important section deserving detailed descriptions, since feature representation, as an indispensable basis, is highly correlated with each of the three subtopics. Furthermore, available knowledge of crowd from areas such as crowd dynamics is summarized beforehand. It could provide the fundamental crowd models for many scene analysis algorithms.
Although a variety of representation approaches and models have been proposed, at the moment there is still no generally accepted solution to crowded scene analysis tasks. When retrospect the surveyed literatures, we can see two common models promising to visually characterize the crowded scenes: flow field model inspired by physics and generative topic model from machine learning.
For flow field model, the crowd is treated as physical fluid and particles, and high density crowd behaves like a complex dynamic system. Many dynamical crowd evolution models have been proposed, along with the concepts of motion field and dynamical potential, borrowed from fluid dynamics community. By treating the moving crowd as a time dependent flow field which consists of regions with qualitatively different dynamics, the motion patterns emerging from the spatiotemporal interactions of the participants can be reflected.
For topic model, the basic idea is "a crowded scenes with its various events is a document with mixture of topics". It could be along with different statistical assumptions. The topic model has the ability to automatically discover meaningful events or activities from the visual word co-occurrences. Moreover, it is flexible to utilize various features and other learning algorithms.
Although a large amount of works has been done, many issues in crowded scene analysis are still open, and they deserve further research. In the following we list some of the promising topics.
Multi-Sensor Information Fusion Crowded scenes often contain severe clutter and object occlusions, which are quite challenging for current visual-based techniques. To fuse information from multi-sensors is always an effective way to reduce the confusion and to improve the accuracy [6] . Visual surveillance of crowded scenes could greatly benefit from the use of multiple sensors, such as audio, radar and laser. Multicamera contexts could also be explored, as revealed by a recent work on group activity analysis [108] . By combining the multisensor data, different forms of information can complement to each other, and facilitate the system to obtain an accurate and comprehensive understanding of the scene.
Tracking-Learning-Detection Framework Many current video analysis systems perform tracking, learning and detection by simple integration, without considering the interactions between the functional modules. To fully utilize the hierarchical contextual information, it is better for crowded scene analysis systems to simultaneously perform tracking, model learning, and behavior detection in a fully online and unified way. Some works on video surveillance have shown the advantages of the unified framework [109] , [110] , which should require attention.
The tracking module provides motion features, based on which crowd models are learned, and behaviors or events can be detected. On the other hand, crowded scene knowledge can facilitate accurate individuals tracking. For example, a person in particular crowd flow is always influenced by the global motions. Moreover, events or activities can be detected on the basis of tracking results and the learned models. They could also provide contextual knowledge for tracking and learning. A unified tracking-learning-detection framework can use all these contexts to improve these components simultaneously.
Deep Learning for Crowded Scene Analysis Though various methods have been proposed on feature extraction and model learning in crowded scene analysis, still there is no public accepted crowded scene representation currently. In recent years, deep learning has achieved great success in several vision tasks related to visual surveillance and scene analysis [111] , [112] . It has demonstrated its representation learning ability from multiple features. It also could be a prospective solution in crowded scene analysis, given enough training data. How to designate the framework and utilize the power of deep learning in tasks of crowded scene analysis deserve our future efforts. Real-time Processing and Generalization As such an area driven by practical applications, the real-time computation must be considered for the algorithms to work in real life. Current solutions usually target at accurate scene understanding, without considering the computation. Furthermore, many studies in the literature typically evaluate on video data of a specified condition. Research on the effective methods, which can well handle more generalized situations, could also be valuable.
